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Abstract 

A considerable share of power drive systems (PDS) 
on the market are controlled over industrial networks or 
fieldbuses. These interfaces are defined in a 
manufacturer independent way in profiles, which are 
dependent of the type of network interface. A generic 
interface to PDS opens the possibility to accept these 
profiles in international standards and to open the 
access for new, industrial Ethernet based 
communication technology. This paper gives an 
overview of the generic interface, the different profiles 
and the candidates for industrial Ethernet capable to 
control PDS in real-time. 

1. MOTIVATION 

The IEC 61800 standard series is intended to provide 
a common set of specifications for adjustable speed 
electrical power drive systems. The part 7 (IEC 61800-7) 
[1,2] is intended to describe a generic interface between 
control systems and the PDS (Power Drive System). 

A variety of physical interfaces are available 
(analogue and digital inputs and outputs, serial and 
parallel interfaces, fieldbuses and networks) to access the 
PDS. Profiles based on specific physical interfaces are 
already defined for some application areas (e.g. motion 
control) and some device classes (e.g. standard drives, 
positioner). The implementations of the associated 
drivers and application program interfaces are 
proprietary and vary widely. 

The IEC 61800-7 standard is intended to define a set 
of common drive control functions, parameters, and state 
machines or description of sequences of operation to be 
mapped to the profiles. This is called the generic PDS 
interface. All profiles are also defined in this common 
standard and the mapping of the generic PDS interface to 
the drive profiles and the mapping of the drive profiles to 
the network technologies is also defined in the same 
document. 

Much effort is needed to design a motion control 
application with several different drives and a specific 
control system. The tasks to implement the system 
software and to understand the functional description of 

the individual components may exhaust the project 
resources. In some cases the drives do not share the same 
physical interface. Some control devices support only a 
single interface which will not be supported by a specific 
drive. On the other hand the functions and data structures 
are specified with incompatibilities. It is up to the 
systems integrator to write interfaces to the application 
software to handle that which should not be his 
responsibility.  

Some applications need device exchangeability or 
integration of new devices in an existing configuration. 
They are faced with different incompatible solutions. 
The efforts to adopt a solution to a drive profile and to 
manufacturer specific extensions may be unacceptable. 
This will reduce the degree of freedom to select a device 
best suited for this application to the selection of the unit 
which will be available for a specific physical interface 
and supported by the controller.  

Drive manufacturer can reduce the need for 
adaptation if they have to exchange only the mapping 
instead of implementing the whole communication 
together with drivers in the operating systems and 
support for the configuration tools. 

2. GENERIC PDS INTERFACE 

The generic PDS interface assumes a certain system 
structure, lists possible application modes and defines 
simple state-machines of the functional elements.  

2.1. System Structure 
PDS are accessed more and more with industrial 

networks and field busses. The information exchange 
over these networks is defined in different profiles. The 
general structure of a system is given more or less in [3]. 
We are able to identify five different interfaces as shown 
in Figure 1. 

The drive device has different interfaces to the outside 
world numbered 1 to 5 in Figure 1. 

1. I/O data 
2. Device Parameters 
3. Peer to peer communication 
4. Device Parameters (local or other interface) 
5. Process interface 



Figure 1. System structure (adopted from [1]). 

2.1.1. I/O data  
The I/O data are available for transfer through the 

PDS interface typically on a regular or scheduled time 
base. This includes the set points and the commands 
from the control device to the drive device and the status 
and monitor values from the drive device to the control 
device.  In a typical application this means a cyclic I/O 
data exchange. In some applications modes it is also 
possible to transmit this I/O data in a synchronous mode, 
meaning that the cycles of the control device and the 
cycle of the drive device are in a fixed relation. 

2.1.2. Device parameters  
The device parameters are available for transfer 

through the PDS interface typically on an unscheduled 
time base. This acyclic or aperiodic communication is 
used for engineering, configuration and diagnostics of 
the drive device. This interface is typically used by an 
engineering tool, but the control device is also able and 
allowed to access the drive device over the network with 
this interface. 

2.1.3. Peer to peer device communication 
The peer to peer device communication allows one 

drive device to exchange I/O data with other drive 
devices. This feature is specific to some of the 
communication profiles.  

2.1.4. Device Parameters 
The access and interface of an engineering tool or 

HMI to the drive device is always possible through a 
local interface. These local interfaces are manufacturer 
specific and not covered by the communication profiles. 
HMI or engineering tools may use the fieldbus 
communication services which support the PDS 
interface. 

2.1.5. Process Interface 
The process interface to the driven equipment, e.g. the 

motor, is technology dependent. 

2.2. Application modes 
Already the generic terminology is a problem. Most 

drive profiles define different modes of operation. But 
the term “mode of operation” is already defined in IEC 
with a clear meaning: [4] “351-31-01 operating mode: 
Characterization of the way and the extent to which the 
human operator intervenes in the control equipment.” So 
the mode of operation of a drive device is called an 
application mode: type of application that can be 
requested from a drive device. The different application 
modes reflect the control loop for torque control, 
velocity control, position control or other applications 
like homing. 

Depending on the application mode, the generic PDS 
interface uses different commands, set-points, actual and 
status values. This structure of the generic PDS interface 
is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. Structure of generic PDS interface. 

2.3. State Machines 
The generic PDS is composed of different Functional 

Elements (FE). These FEs are defined with state-
machines and parameters. We make here an example 
with the device control FE.  

The device control FE may be in the states as 
described in Figure 3. After the power on initialization 
the device control FE goes to the state no fault. If there 
exists a fault condition in the drive an immediate change 
to the faulted state shall be executed.  

This generic PDS interface definition of the state-
machine and the parameters must now be mapped to the 
different state machines defined in the drive profiles. 

It is not possible to define one complete generic PDS 
interface with complex states and functions without 
introducing advantages or disadvantages to one of the 
existing drive profiles. So the generic PDS interface is 
reduced to a minimal set of functions and simple state 
machines to get a minimal description which is 
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acceptable to all drive profiles used in the marker at this 
moment of time.  

Figure 3. device Control State Chart. 

3. DRIVE PROFILES 

There exists on the market different profiles for drive 
interfaces. The following technologies are participating 
in the standardisation process: CANopen, CIP, 
PROFIdrive and SERCOS. The first problem recognized 
with this structure is, that most of the drive profiles have 
no clear separation between the drive profile 
functionality and the services provided by the network. 
In the case of the actual SERCOS standard [16] the 
communication specification is included and merged in 
the drive profile. Similar the PROFIdrive specification 
[22] is based on the PROFIBUS fieldbus ([5],[6] type 3) 
and not independent of the network technology. For the 
scope of the generic interface definition these profile 
have to be spilt in different parts: the drive profile 
specific part and the network dependant part. In this 
section we give short overviews of these drive profiles. 

3.1. CANopen 
The organization CAN in Automation (CiA) defined 

different Versions of profiles for Drives and Motion 
Control. The latest version was considered [14,15].  

The CANopen profile differentiates between Process 
Data Object (PDO) and Service Data Objects (SDO). 
PDOs are transmitted fast and efficient in real-time. 
They are not confirmed. SDOs are transmitted with 
confirmed services and are used to access parameters. 
The different Qualities of Service (QoS) for PDOs are 
synchronous and asynchronous transmission with event 
or timer driven triggering modes.  

The strong point of this profile is its large set of 
parameter and functional definitions. This leads also to 
the weak point: not all manufacturers implement the 
same subset of this drive profile. 

The intention of this profile was to be used over a 
CAN network. But actually also the mapping to Ethernet 
Powerlink and EtherCAT is defined.  

3.2. CIP 
The Open DeviceNet Vendor Association and 

ControlNet International defined a common application 
layer protocol the Control and Information Protocol 
(CIP). 

In CIP the periodic I/O data is mapped to the 
assembly I/O object. All parameters of all objects can be 
accessed over an acyclic communication. The CIP 
protocol is used over DeviceNet, ControlNet and also 
over Ethernet/IP. 

The strong point of this drive profile is its reduction 
of the functionality to a minimal set of objects to control 
a drive. 

3.3. PROFIdrive 
The PROFIBUS Organisation defined several 

versions of profiles for variable speed drives. The last 
version 3.1 [22] is called PROFIdrive and includes new 
features grouped in classes of applications: Standard 
Drive (Class 1), Standard drive with distributed 
technology controller (Class 2), Positioning drive, single 
axis with distributed position control and interpolation 
(Class 3), Positioning with central interpolation and 
position control (Class 4), Positioning with central 
interpolation and distributed closed-loop position control 
(Class 5) and Motion control for clocked processes, or 
distributed angular synchronism (Class 6). 

With the definitions of standard telegrams the I/O 
data for the different application modes are defined. 
Cyclic communication can be free running or 
synchronised with special telegram Global Control (GC). 
Peer to peer communication with broadcast messages is 
supported. A special communication channel to read and 
write parameter data is included. The definition of the 
parameters however is considered as technology 
dependant and therefore not defined in the PROFIdrive 
profile.  

The PROFIdrive profile is originally mapped to 
PROFIBUS (type 3 in [5],[6]). The latest version under 
development will also provide mapping to the 
PROFINET IO (type 10 in [7] and [24]) network. 

The strong point of this drive profile is its limitation 
to the definition of the communication interface only. In 
PROFIdrive there are no parameters defined to specify 
the drive technology. Every manufacturer is free to 
implement its own technology accessed with the 
standard PROFIdrive communication interface to 
simplify the engineering. 

3.4. SERCOS 
In 1995 the SERCOS Interface was standardized in 

IEC [16]. The actual version 2 was released in 1999. At 
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the moment a version 3 based on Ethernet technology is 
under development [17,18,19]. 

The SERCOS Specification is very much oriented to 
the communication technology used to synchronise the 
drives. Different Interface Compliance Classes are used 
to differentiate the different modes of operation. This is 
one possibility to get a structure in the hundreds of 
defined parameters in the profile. 

The SERCOS interface contains hundreds of 
identification numbers (IDNs). These IDNs are located 
in Annex A of [16]. The profile’s parameters provide 
access to all signals in the drive system, including 
internal controller signals. The SERCOS Profile is split 
in 3 Classes A, B and C. Class A devices support only 
general parameters where the parameters specific to a 
mode of operation are grouped in Class B. Class C 
contains extensions in the functionality. 

The SERCOS Profile has a cyclic data exchange 
(CP4). A Master Synchronisation Telegram (MST) 
defines the cycle limit. The Master Data Telegramm 
(MDT) allows the master to send data to all the drives 
(broadcast). The Drive Telegram (AT) is used by a drive 
to send data to the master. 

The non-cyclic data exchange in the service channel 
time slot is used to modify parameters. A special Master 
Data Telegram (MDT) and the AT are used for this 
purpose. With CP5, file up- and downloading is also 
supported. 

The strong point of SERCOS is its complete 
specification of communication and drive parameters 
ensuring real exchangeability of drives. 

Table 1. Name of bits in the command word. 

1) Meaning depends on mode of operation 
2) Manufacturer or device specific 
3) Only available in extended mode 

3.5. Mapping of the profiles 
Every profile has the obligation to define the mapping 

of the generic PDS interface to its own drive profile. The 
different functional elements and state-machine must be 
mapped to the state machines of the profile.  

Here is an example of the differences and common 
features of the different profiles. We use for this 
comparison the command word (or byte) used by the 
control device inside the I/O data to control the drive 
device (refer to Figure 2). The different names of the bits 
used in the different profiles are listed in Table 1. The 
meaning is almost identical with except with SERCOS, 
where the numbering is upside down. 

The mechanism to reset a fault condition in the drive 
is the same in all profiles. 

The switch-on and quick-stop features of the drive in 
the different profiles are very similar. The most 
important difference is with the CIP profile: There only 
one byte of commands is defined and most bits are 
optional. With this definition the CIP interface is very 
simple to handle by the user: just switch the drive on and 
off. The other models of drives include a more or less 
complex state-machine which is different depending the 
application mode. The user has to give the command in a 
well defined order to get the drive running.  

4. MAPPING TO THE NETWORKS 

Every drive profile has to be mapped to at last one 
fieldbus or network. The services provided by the 
network are mapped to the services used by the drive 
profile. 

They all provide a mapping to at least one fieldbus, 
which is the fieldbus they historically are developed for. 
This is the CAN network for CANopen, the DeviceNet 
network for CIP, the PROFIBUS fieldbus for 
PROFIdrive and the specific optical ring for SERCOS. 

All of these drive profiles define now new 
transmission technologies based on Ethernet. Most of 
these Real-Time Ethernet (RTE) solutions are dedicated 
to be used also in motion-control applications and 
therefore are mapped to one or several drive profile. 

We give here in this section a short overview of these 
considered RTEs. 

4.1. EtherNet/IP 
EtherNet/IP , defined by Rockwell and supported by 

the Open DeviceNet Vendor Association (ODVA)  and 
ControlNet International , makes use of the Common 
Interface Protocol (CIP) which is common to the 
networks EtherNet/IP, ControlNet, and DeviceNet [10]. 

The EtherNet/IP communication technology, 
standardized in IEC 61784-1 as Communication Profile 
2/2 (using Type 2 specifications in IEC 61158), already 
provides ISO/IEC 8802-3 based real time 

communication.  

Bit SERCOS CANopen PROFIdrive CIP 
0 Master Handshake Switch on ON/OFF Run1 (Fwd)

1 Read/Write Enable voltage Coast Stop Run2 (Rev) 
3) 

2 Progress Quick stop Quick Stop Fault Reset

3 Datablock Enable operation Enable Operation Reserved 

4 Datablock 1) 1) Reserved 

5 Datablock 1) 1) NetCtrl 3) 

6 Real-time 1) 1) NetRef 3) 

7 Real-time Fault reset Fault 
Acknowledge 

NetProc 3) 

8 Operation mode 3 HALT Jog 1 --- 

9 Operation mode 2 Reserved Jog 2 --- 

10 Synchronisation Reserved Control by PLC --- 

11 Operation mode1 2) 2) --- 

12 Reserved 2) 2) --- 

13 Halt/restart Drive 2) 2) --- 

14 Enable Drive 2) 2) --- 

15 Drive ON/OFF 2) 2) --- 



In the CIPsync [11] extensions the clocks of the 
devices are synchronized with the IEEE 1588 [9] 
protocol (accuracy of 0.5 µs). The only problem is that 
delays may be introduced in the software protocol stack. 
Based on this time synchronisation, the actions in the 
distributed system are executed based on the planned 
timing e.g. a device sets its outputs to a defined value not 
based on the moment a message is received, but on the 
scheduled time. With this principle, the timing of the 
application is independent of the delay introduced in the 
communication network and relies only on the accuracy 
of the time synchronization. When these guidelines are 
strictly applied, Ethernet/IP is a real-time solution usable 
even for the best class of applications, but it is still not 
deterministic as a communication network. 

4.2. Ethernet Powerlink 
Ethernet Powerlink (EPL) was defined by Bernecker 

+ Rainer (B&R), and is now supported by the Ethernet 
Powerlink Standardisation Group (EPSG) .  

It is based on the principle of using a master-slave 
scheduling system on a shared Ethernet segment called 
Slot Communication Network Management (SCNM) 
[13]. The master, called Managing Node (MN), ensures 
real-time access to the cyclic data and lets non real-time 
TCP/IP frame pass through only in time-slots reserved 
for this purpose. All other nodes are called Controlled 
Nodes (CN) and are only allowed to send on request by 
the MN. The MN sends a multicast Start-of-Cycle (SoC) 
frame to signal the beginning of a cycle. The send and 
receive time of this frame is the basis for the common 
timing of all the nodes. It is important to keep the start 
time of an EPL cycle as exact (jitter-free) as possible. 
The following time periods exist within one cycle: Start 
period, Isochronous  period, Asynchronous  period and 
an additional Idle period. The length of individual 
periods can vary within the preset period of an EPL 
cycle. In the Isochronous period of the cycle, a Poll-
Request (PReq) frame is sent unicast to every configured 
and active node. The accessed node responds with a 
multicast Poll-Response (Pres) frame. In the 
Asynchronous period of the cycle, access to the EPL 
network segment may be granted to one CN or to the 
MN for the transfer of a single asynchronous message 
only. The preferred protocol for asynchronous messages 
is UDP/IP. The Start-of-Asynchronous (SoA) frame is 
the first frame in the asynchronous period and is a signal 
for all CNs that all isochronous data has been exchanged 
during the isochronous period (compare also Figure 4). 
Thus transmission of isochronous and asynchronous data 
will never interfere and precise communication timing is 
guaranteed. 

An Ethernet Powerlink (EPL) network is a “protected 
Ethernet” defined with one controller acting as the 
Managing-Node (MN) and several field devices 
implemented as Controlled Nodes (CNs). In order to 
protect the SCNM access mechanism of the Managing-

Node, non EPL nodes are not permitted within the 
“protected Ethernet” itself, as they would corrupt the 
SCNM access mechanism.  

Messages exchanged between MN of different 
“protected Ethernet” segments are synchronized based 
on distributed clock. With the IEEE 1588 protocol in 
every MN, a clock is synchronised and the messages 
between the different machine networks are sent based 
on the synchronized time in the MNs. The MN includes 
the routing functionality, including the IP address 
translation from the machine network to the outside 
world. With this synchronization mechanism, RTE 
communication is also possible among different machine 
networks.  

Figure 4. Timing of PowerLink. 

The EPL uses the CANopen drive profile. The 
Process Data Objects (PDO) are transmitted with the 
isochronous EPL communication, and the Service Data 
Objects (SDO) are transmitted with the UDP/IP protocol.  

4.3. SERCOS 
Currently its own standard IEC 61491 [16] is 

SERCOS , well known for its CNC  control optical ring 
interface. In the following years, this standard will be 
split in an application part and a communication part 
[17], and the communication part will be integrated in to 
the IEC 61158/ IEC 61784 set. The SERCOS standard 
will be extended to feature an Ethernet based solution. It 
is currently under development, and is titled as SERCOS 
III [18,19].  

In a SERCOS system, there is always a master station 
as a controlling device, and one or up to 254 slave 
devices as axis controllers each with two Ethernet ports. 
The basic network topology can be either a daisy-chain 
(line structure) or a ring (ring structure). General use 
switches are not permitted between any two participants. 
Only the free port of the last slave in a line structure may 
be connected to a switch if required by the configuration, 
e.g., for communication with devices via TCP/IP or 
UDP/UDP. 

SERCOS III communication consists of two different 
logical communication channels: the RT channel (real-
time channel) and the IP channel (non real-time 
channel).  

The communication cycle is initiated by the master 
and consists of up to four Master Data Telegrams 
(MDT), and up to four Device Telegrams (AT ) in the 
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RT channel and the IP channel. MDTs are transmitted by 
the master and received by each slave (see Figure 5). 
They contain synchronization information and a data 
record for each slave containing control information, 
service channel data and command values sent from the 
master to the slaves. The ATs are transmitted by the 
master as an empty frame with predefined fields but 
without information. Each slave inserts its data into 
allocated to it data fields in the ATs. Within their data 
fields in the telegram, the slaves transmit status 
information, service channel data and actual values to 
the master and to other slaves. 

The number and the lengths of the RT data telegrams 
(MDT and AT) are fixed according to a configuration 
that is also determined during the initialization. 

Figure 5. Timing of SERCOS III. 

IP telegrams are standard, non real-time IP telegrams 
that can be used for any purpose, and even be omitted. 
The IP channel length has a fixed duration and 
determines the maximum number of IP telegrams that 
can be sent during this duration. 

This sequence of transmitting synchronisation, RT-
data telegrams, and IP telegrams is repeated every 
communication cycle. Defined values a for a 
communication cycle are 31,25 µs, 62,5 µs, 125 µs, 250 
µs and integer multiples of 250 µs up to 65 000 µs. The 
time-slots for the RT channel, the IP channel, and the 
transmission time of the AT are transmitted during 
initialization and are therefore known to each slave. 

4.4. EtherCAT 
EtherCAT  defined by Beckhoff and supported by the 

EtherCat Technology Group  (ETG) uses the Ethernet 
frames and sends them in a special ring topology [20, 
21].  

Medium access control employs the Master/Slave 
principle, where the master node (typically the control 
system) sends the Ethernet frames to the slave nodes, 
which extract data from and insert data into these frames. 

From an Ethernet point of view, an EtherCAT 
segment is a single Ethernet device, which receives and 
sends standard ISO/IEC 8802-3 Ethernet frames. 
However, this Ethernet device is not limited to a single 
Ethernet controller with a downstream microprocessor, 
but may consist of a large number of EtherCAT slave 
devices. These devices process the incoming frames 
directly and extract the relevant user data, or insert data 
and transfer the frame to the next EtherCAT slave 

device. The last EtherCAT slave device within the 
segment sends the fully processed frame back, so that, it 
is returned by the first slave device to the master as the 
response frame. 

The EtherCAT slave node arrangement represents an 
open ring bus. The controller is connected to one of the 
open ends, either directly to the device, or via Ethernet 
switches utilizing the full duplex capabilities of Ethernet, 
the resulting topology is a physical line (see Figure 6). 
All frames are relayed from the first node to the next 
ones. The last node returns the telegram back to the first 
node, via the nodes in between. 

Figure 6. Topology of EtherCAT. 

In order to achieve maximum performance, the 
Ethernet frames should be processed “on the fly”. This 
means that the node processes and relays the message to 
the next node in the line as the message is being 
received, rather than the other (slower) option of waiting 
until the message is fully received. If the “on the fly” 
method of processing is implemented, the slave node 
recognizes relevant commands and executes them 
accordingly while the frames are passed on to the next 
node. To realize such a node, a special ASIC  is needed 
for medium access which integrates a two-port switch 
into the actual device.  

The nodes have an addressable memory that can be 
accessed with read or write services, either each node 
consecutively or several nodes simultaneously. Several 
EtherCAT telegrams can be embedded within an 
Ethernet frame, each telegram addressing a data section . 
The EtherCAT telegrams are either transported directly 
in the data area of the Ethernet frame or within the data 
section of an UDP datagram transported via IP. The first 
variant is limited to one Ethernet subnet, since associated 
frames are not relayed by routers. For machine control 
applications, this usually does not represent a constraint. 
Multiple EtherCAT segments can be connected to one or 
several switches. The Ethernet MAC address of the first 
node within the segment is used for addressing the 
EtherCAT segment. The second variant via UDP/IP 
generates a slightly larger overhead (IP and UDP 
header), but for less time-critical applications, such as 
building automation, it allows using IP routing. On the 
master side, any standard UDP/IP implementation can be 
used on the EtherCAT devices. 

For messages, a mailbox mechanism with read and 
write services is used; for process data output and input, 
buffered data services are defined. 
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The performance of the EtherCAT system (when 
configured to run “on the fly”) is very good: it may reach 
cycle times of 30 µs if no standard (non-RTE) traffic is 
added. The Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of 
Ethernet with 1514 bytes corresponding to 
approximately 125 µs at 100 MBaud in the non-RTE 
phase would enlarge the EtherCAT cycle to 
approximately 200-250 µs. But in EtherCAT, Ethernet 
telegrams are divided into pieces and reassembled at the 
destination node, before being relayed as complete 
Ethernet telegrams to the device connected to the node. 
This procedure does not restrict the achievable cycle 
time, since the size of the fragments can be optimized 
according to the available bandwidth (EtherCAT instead 
of IP fragmentation).  This method permits any 
EtherCAT device to participate in the normal Ethernet 
traffic and still have a cycle time for RTE with less than 
100 µs.  

EtherCAT uses the CANopen application layer. The 
PDOs are mapped to the input and output buffer transfer 
and the SDOs are mapped to the mailbox messaging 
mechanism. It is the intention of EtherCAT to map also 
to the SERCOS drive profile. 

4.5. PROFINET IO 
PROFINET is defined by several manufacturers 

(including Siemens) and supported by PROFIBUS 
International  [23]. A second step after the PROFINET 
CBA definition was the definition of an application 
model for PROFINET IO [24] based on the well proven 
PROFIBUS DP (type 3 of IEC 61158). The devices are 
IO Controllers to control IO Devices with cyclic, 
buffered data communication. An IO Supervisor is used 
to manage the IO Devices and IO Controllers in a 
system.  

The exchange of data between the devices may be in 
different classes of communication service like 
Isochronous Real-Time (IRT), Real-Time (RT), or non-
Real-Time (NRT). NRT traffic is standard TCP/UDP/IP 
and may also be PROFIBUS CBA traffic. In a system 
with high isochronous cycle requirements, only special 
PROFINET switching devices are allowed. The Ethernet 
communication is split in to send clock cycles each with 
different time phases as presented in figure 7. In the first 
time phase called Isochronous Phase all Isochronous 
Real-Time (IRT) frames are transmitted. These frames 
are passed through the switching device without any 
interpretation of the address information in the Ethernet 
frame. The switches are set according to a predefined 
and configured timetable: on every offset time the 
planned frame is send from one port to the other one 
without interpretation of the address. In the next time 
phase called Real-Time Phase, the switching devices 
change to address based communication and behave as 
standard Ethernet switches. In this addresses based 
phases, Real-Time (RT) frames are transmitted followed 
by non-Real-Time (NRT) Ethernet frames (see also 

Figure 7). All PROFINET switching devices are 
synchronised by means of a modified IEEE 1588 
mechanism with “on the fly” stamping [25], to have their 
cycles and IRT timetables synchronized with one 
microsecond jitter. 

Figure 7. Timing of PROFINET IO. 

To allow the mapping of the PROFIdrive profile to 
PROFIBUS and PROFINET IO the specification has to 
be split in a drive specific part and a communication 
specific part. The communication specific part will exist 
in two versions for PROFIBUS and PROFINET. 

5. SUMMARY 

When the project started to define a generic PDS 
interface there was the idea, to get just one generic PDS 
interface. But the reality showed that the available 
profiles on the market are too different to be included in 
one complex generic PDS interface. The result adopted 
now is a simple generic PDS interface with the mapping 
to four different drive profile with clear differentiations 
in their functionality. All these drive profiles will be 
included in one single standard (see Figure 8). 

Figure 8. Structure of IEC 61800-7. 

In the same time the drive profiles are cleaned up and 
the drive functionality and the communication services 
separated. This opens the possibility to include also the 
new Real-Time Ethernet (RTE) solutions in the drive 
profiles. We see also the first time, that one 
communication network - EtherCAT – does define the 
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mapping of two different and already existing drive 
profile CANopen and SERCOS and does not define a 
new one. 

At the moment there is not just one drive profile 
defined, but there is a selection of four different drive 
profiles. They are all mapping to one generic PDS 
interface and there is the hope, that these profiles will get 
closer and closer and merge in future editions of this 
standard. 
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